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Abs t rac t .  The paper presents a theoretical study on the perceptual ad- 
vantages related to the active control of a binocular vision system. In 
particular the presentation focuses on the process of improving percep- 
tion, a task strategically important in humans and many vertebrates. 
The analysis is based on an anthropomorphic system; the sensitivity of 
the transformation from world to camera coordinates is used as a cost 
function for driving the movements of the eye-head system. The control 
strategy obtained in this way allows to formally motivate, outside of a 
purely behavioral context, some relevant aspects of the biological vision 
like fixation, vergence and eye-head compensation. 
Keywords :  robot vision, eye-head coordination, vision based control. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The development of new paradigms for vision [2, 1, 3] is gradually demonstrat-  
ing the intimate relationship existing between vision and movement. In many 
cases visual perception can take advantage of an active movement of the visual 
system. On one hand, movement can be conceived as a strategy to simplify and 
improve the efficiency of computational processes, in relation to the fact that  
some essential parameters can be easily estimated, and ill posed vision problems 
become well posed for a moving observer [1, 8]. On the other hand, moving and 
interacting with the environment can be considered in a behavioral context as a 
key issue to solve problems and satisfy specific purposes [3, 7]. 

In this paper we show that  active gaze control is important  in relation to the 
possibility of ameliorating perception, despite noise and uncertainties in the sys- 
tem parameters. In other words, it is argued that  basic visual behaviors, like for 
instance fixation, admit  a simple explanation in term of perceptual robustness, 
besides common computational or behavioral interpretations. This robustness is- 
sue is of course very important  if visual feedback is used to control the movements 
of a mechanical device [11, 5] and can be related to the criteria usually adopted 
designing robotic heads. 

A formal analysis is presented for a binocular anthropomorphic system. The 
transformation from world to camera coordinates is investigated and the sensi- 
t ivity of this transformation is evaluated, both in relation to static and dynamic 
information. It is demonstrated that  fixation, vergence and compensatory move- 
ments of the head can sensibly improve spatial perception. The importance of 
fixation is furthermore analyzed in the case of perception of relative distances. 
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2 P r e l i m i n a r i e s  

The anthropomorphic system considered in this paper is composed by a moving 
head and two moving cameras. Figure 1 shows the kinematic structure of the 
system and the position of the left, right and central (head) frames. A generic 
inertial reference frame is denoted by < e >. 

The notation used throughout this paper is basically that  used in [9, 10]. We 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the Fig. 2. Schematic picture showing the 
effect of rotation and translation of the 

head-eye reference frames. centrM system on the vergence angle. 

denote by a w  = (ax ,  ay, az) t  the projection of the vector w in the frame < a > 
and by b / / t h e  rotation matr ix from the frame < a > to the frame < b >. 

Considering the pin hole model for the cameras [12] and denoting by (u, v) 
the image plane coordinates we can write: 

Ix I q- ttl lz  I -- 0 ut -- -ut-u~ vI ~ vl-vQ~ 
O;ui ~vl 

lyt + fJt tzl 0 (1) 
r x r  + f ir  r z r  "~ 0 Ur -~- Ur--Uo~ Vr - -  vr--vo,- 

C~ur ~ O~vr 

r Yr + Vr r Zr 0 

where the indices 1 and r stand for left and right camera, respectively. The pa- 
rameters (x and u are usually called "intrinsic" because they define the internal 
structure of the cameras. Referring to figure 1, the position of a generic point W 
in space is given by: 

~wi = ~R Cwt = ~R ( Cwc - Cd~ ) (2) 

Vectors ~dt and cdr define the position of the optical centers of the cameras with 
respect to the central frame < c >. They are usually referred, together with the 
rotation matrices ~R and r~R, as "extrinsic" parameters. 

It is worth noting that  the estimation of points and objects in the 3D space 
is an inverse problem typicM in stereo vision [9]. This obviously depends on the 
model of the sensing system and on the uncertainties on the parameters of this 
model. However, it is very interesting to observe that stereo estimates are also 
space dependent .  In other words, assuming different postures in space, the visual 
system can obtain different measures of the same physical quantity. 
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3 T h e  V i s i o n  P r o b l e m  

It is quite easy to show that  equations (I) and (2) are sufficient to solve the 
inverse problem of locating a given point W with respect to the frame < c > [9]. 
Assuming a perfect knowledge on both extrinsic and intrinsic parameters, we first 

define the matrices J t  = 0 ut and J r  = 0 Then, using equations 

(1) and (2), ewe can be computed solving the following over-determined set of 
linear equations: 

[.~,.o] r~.,..o 1 [~,0 ~,<] re<,,] <:3~, ,.o .,,,c= .,,] o 

R e m a r k  1 If is straightforward to demonstrate that, for any bounded measure- 
ment, equation (3) always admits solution if and only if wl and wr are not 
parallel. The uniqueness of the solution derives from linear algebra. [] 

Let us now assume to be able to measure the time derivatives of the terms in 
(1). Differentiating equations (1) and (2) and eliminating l~bt and r~b~ we obtain: 

I ~ ] o ] Ol 1,31. 1 J r  eR I3 ewe = ~r -4- 

r~  1 Jr r Zr  

Cdl) o ed~)] [ '~' 1 C(ewe J (4) - L ~  

where /21 and g~r are the angular velocities of the frames < l > and < r >, 
respectively, and G'(u) is the operational matrix of the vector product. 

R e m a r k  2 Equations (3) and (~) represent our complete inverse model. They 
give an interesting example of the extent of the problem which involves a large 
number of parameters and position/velocity measures. In particular, it is clear 
that equation (4) depends upon the solution of equation (3), since there explicitly 
appears ewe. [] 

4 S e n s i t i v i t y  A n a l y s i s  

Both (3) and (4) are overdetermined sets of linear equations in the unknowns 
ewe and r Since in practice noise and parameters uncertainties perturb the 
solution it is interesting to investigate the effect of these perturbations [6]. 
Consider first the system (3) and write it in the canonical form: 

A B ~  = A b  (5) 

a,_ L o [Rj  ~ B =  _ _S3 kedrj E (6) 

Assume that  the system admits a solution ~0, that  is HA B ~0 - A b = 011 , 
and that this solution is unique. Then, following the rationale reported in [6] and 
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provided that 116All < �89 Crmin(AB) the perturbation can be bounded by: 

Ilbll ~ ]16bll (7) 116x11[#41 - < (AB)~ 116all (flSll + I1~011/ + (AB)~] IIA[[ I1~011 

Note that in the above equations M t indicates the pseudo-inverse of the matrix 
M while amin(~r) denotes the minimum singular value. 

R e m a r k  3 From the expression above we derive two important hints for the 
solution of the stereo vision problem. First of all it is important to minimize 
the effect of Ilbl[ and l[5b[[ with respect to [[xol[. We will skip over a detailed 
analysis of this aspect but it is clear that the position of the central system can 
be constrained in this sense. Then, it is important to understand the structural 
properties of A ,  6A and ( A  B)  t. D 

From a general point of view we have to consider three sources of uncertain- 
ty. The first is due to uncertainties in the intrinsic parameters and it obviously 
depends on the camera calibration procedure. In our analysis it appears in the 
matrices J t  and J r  and then in A. The second is due to uncertainties in the 
extrinsic parameters, essentially related to the mechanical calibration of the sys- 
tem. It appears in the matrices ~R and SR and in the vectors ~dt and Cdr. Finally 
we have to consider measurements errors hidden in J t  and J~. Following section- 
s will analyze in detail equation (7), describing the contribution of the various 
terms. 

4.1 Expla ining F ixa t ion  

Consider first the contribution of the term I]SA[I. We have immediately: 

- 0 Jr  + 6Jr 0 + [I6JH (8) 

The perturbation of the rotational components depends only on the calibration 
errors; this means that we have simply to compute the norm of the matrices J 
and ~J: 

R e m a r k  4 On the base of the above discussion we can affirm that for bounded 
calibration errors []6A[] is minimized by ftl = f)l = ~tr -= G - O. 
The above result defines an important specification for the movements of the eyes. 
In fact it states that wa and wr must be preferably aligned with the optical axes 
of the cameras. In other words, fixation makes minimum the measurement error 
and, as a consequence, ameliorates 3D perception of the external world. [3 

It is worth noting that, due to the structure of the matrix A, we have immediately 
llAII <_ HJH. Then, the bound of liAII is minimum under the same assumptions 
of remark 4. 
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4.2 Expla in ing  vergence and  head compensa t ion  

The term II(A B)t  I in equation (7) is very important because it has the effect 

of multiplying the perturbations on measures and system parameters. We have: 

The minimization of expression (9) is based on linear algebra and can be found in 
[4]. We give here the main result, which depends on the relative rotation between 
the optical axes of the two cameras: 

tYmin(B t A t A  B) = 1 -IcosOl 

where, by definition, cos 0 = w~ . w,  IlWzll �9 IlWrll 

R e m a r k  5 From equation (9) and the above result follows that the norm is min- 
imized when I cos01 is minimum. This happens in particular in two cases: 

1. Approaching the object while fixating; this implies a translational motion of 
the central system and makes the expression I cos 01 decreasing. 

2. Rotating the baseline, so as to bring the cameras in a symmetric position with 
respect to the target point (figure 2). f3 

In summary, we can affirm that the analysis presented in this section demon- 
strates the importance of gaze control. From a more anthropomorphic perspective 
it explains two interesting behaviors. First of all it motivates vergence movements, 
in the sense that a symmetric movement of the eyes maintains the position at 
"minimum norm" once reached. Secondly, it explains compensatory movements 
of the head. These movements could be specifically devoted to maximize the 
vergence angle, independently from the fixation task performed by the eyes. 

R e m a r k  6 Using equation (~) it is possible to demonstrate that also in the dy- 
namic case good perception is guaranteed by using fixation. In other words, using 
a static vision system to deal with dynamic quantities is always a bad choice, 
independently from the ability of estimating intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. 
However, note that in the dynamic case it is impossible to derive a simple result 
on the vergence angle, equivalent to that presented in this section. [] 

5 Measuring relative distances 

In this section we briefly analyze the problem of estimating relative distances by 
using relative information on the image plain. Using the notation of section 4 
and denoting by the indices 1 and 2 the quantities related to two different points 
in space we can write in canonical form: 

A1 B x = A1 b As B (~ + Ax) = A2 b 

Denoting by AA the difference between A2 and A1 we obtain, by difference: 

A s B  Ax ----- AA(b  - B x) 
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and, applying sensitivity analysis: 

[[Sz~a~II < (A~ B )  t ( f(H6AAI[ ]]AA[I ) + H6A2[] ]]BH) (10) 
II~-011 - 

It is clear that a good observation strategy consists again in fixating one of the 

two points (the second one), minimizing (A~ B)  t and HSA2H. The remaining 

terms (here generically denoted by f )  depend on the relative quantities measured 
on the images and can be only marginally influenced by an active control of the 
eye-head system. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this paper the problem of the coordinated movement of an eye-head system 
has been faced. The solution outlined is based on the fact that  in an active system 
the position of the visual sensors can be controlled in order to gather optimal 
measurements, and this independently from the knowledge of the intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameters of the system itself. The analysis demonstrates the impor- 
tance of fixation and eye-head compensation estimating dynamic quantities or 
relative distances between points in space. 
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